CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter discusses the final conclusion that the writer makes after analyzing the data. According to the result of the analysis which is discussed in the previous chapter, conclusion can be derived. The writer can conclude that the factors of Daniel Boyle to become psychopath are; the first is because of the punishment he got from his mother, the second is invited and supported by his cousin, the third is genetics factor, and the last is he convinced that he can change the fate of many persons.

While the characterization of Daniel Boyle are; pretend man, impulsive, hard to control himself, manipulated another people for his needs, unable to accept failures, do not have sense of regret and guilt, merciless, low stress tolerance, have many trick, loner, moody and stolid person. The writer also conclude the woman’s characteristics who became Daniel Boyle’s victims. Actually, Daniel Boyle take the women from all ages, colors and sizes in order to the police cannot make a connection, and he can continued his action. But, there are some women’s characteristics who make Daniel Boyle interested; the first is woman who reminds him to his mother, woman who still young, women who has beautiful appearance and fighter, women who witnesses Daniel Boyle killed the other woman.

In analyzing this case, this study uses psychoanalysis theory by Sigmund Freud and tries to find the role of the personality structure; those are id, ego and
superego. The *Id* is when he wants to hunt many women to be his victim and he can tortures them in order to satisfy his desires. It means that he likes to see the other people especially the women are suffer and get torturing.

While the *Ego* is when Daniel decides to kill Rachel and do not kill Carol. Not only kills Rachel, but also Daniel kills many women else. He kills many women to get a satisfied of his desires. *The Superego* can be seen when Daniel Boyle discuss with his mother, who is his conscience. She asks to him to do not kill Carol, who will be his new victim. Because of that, he did not kill Carol and that is the only Superego of Daniel Boyle.